Abstract. 2D Fourier analysis is proposed to obtain quantitative information on the structural amplitudes :%I reciprocal space for diierent heterophase systems. An original technique for profound computer processing alf optical images transformed into an appropriate digital form is developed. Correlation Fourier analysis is applied 1, study a spatial distribution of y -+~ martensitic transformation product in Fe-Mn-SI shape memory alloy. An evident spatial self-similarity and scaling behavior is observed, indicating a fractal-like distribution of €-phase in .Imatrix. The structural factor versus wave number dependence shows three scaling invariant regions with different scaling dimensions and crossover regions between them. A simple fractal model is proposed to interpret experimental results.
INTRODUCTION
Modern investigations of martensitic transformation kinetics in different metallic shape memory and otlit:; SMART materials, and their applications in advanced technologies require adequate development of ne.?;r analysis and control methods for the multi-phase microstructural distribution of transformation products and its evolution under external thermal and mechanical driving forces. Traditionally these problems an: solved by the ordinary statistical metallography or X-ray small angle scattering technique. In addition to these methods, a two-dimensional (2D) Fourier analysis is proposed in the present paper to obtai:~ quantitative information on the heterophase system structural amplitudes in reciprocal wave space. An original program for direct computer processing of corresponding optical images transformed into an appropriate digital form is used.
Correlation Fourier analysis is applied to study a spatial distribution of y+e martensitic transformation product in Fe-Mn-Si shape memory alloy (SMA). Optical micrographs obtained by Maki and Tsuzaki [I] are used as source images. Like other ferrous-based SMA such as Fe-Ni, reported earlie; -.
by Hornbogen [2] , this one also shows an evident spatial self-similarity and scaling behavior, indicating ;i fractal-like distribution of &-phase in y-matrix. The wave number dependence of the structural factor reveals three scaling invariant regions with different scaling dimensions and crossover regions betweeii them. A simple fractal model is proposed to interpret experimental results.
STRUCTURAL FACTOR SCALING PROPERTIES OF HETEROPHASE SYSTEM
Let us introduce the main objects and their quantitative definitions that will be used in the present study. The first one is a microscopic quantity that can be obtained from experiment and is defined as the locel density of the second phase in parent matrix o(x) taking unit value o(x) = 1 everywhere in the a r u occupied by the second phase and zero value o(x) = 0 in the parent phase region. Similar spin-like variables contain the most detailed information about 2D heterophase microstructure images that can be obtained by using common physical methods such as the optical metallography or transmission electroll microscopy. Naturally, these microscopic quantities are very irregular ones, and include both regulsinformation and randomly fluctuating characteristics. As a result, reasonable physical information can kt:
Article published online by EDP Sciences and available at http://dx.doi.org/10.1051/jp4:1997569 usually obtained from the basic spatially averaged sequence of multi-point products of the microscopic local density field o(x). These are known as multi-point correlation functions. Most of physical applications are mainly restricted to a study of the second order correlation functions.
Following a similar scheme, one can define single-and two-point correlation functions
Here a spatial averaging procedure is carried out over 2D image cross-section V, and x is 2D spatial coordinate vector. The single-point average 9') gives the volume fraction z,of the second phase, while S")(x) represents so-called two-point correlation function of microscopic local density variations or, in other words, the structural factor of a given heterophase system. The structural function must satisfjr some obvious rules such as following directly from its definition and spin-like variables algebra rule 02(x) = o(x). 2D Fourier transform of characteristic function o(x) can be written as
It is known from different physical applications that the structural function Fourier image usually determines the power spectrum of density fluctuations. In our case the structural factor contains information on the power spectrum of the second phase density distribution in heterophase system. There are many physical objects showing scaling behavior in the wide range of scales lower than ii correlation distance r, and larger than some microscopic scale p. This means that the structural functio~i obeys a power law:
The scaling dimension indexes p and p~ take usually non-integer values. Such objects are often classified as the fractals, and this type of behavior can be attributed to the hypothesis of general scaling similarity for structural factor with respect to a simultaneous rescaling transformation of variables x and p:
where x and p are expressed in the units of correlation scale r,. Putting 5 = (XI-' or 5 = p-', one can easily obtain two important rules following directly from the scaling invariance hypothesis (7):
As a result, we find
Further we will consider two types of fractal objects: 1) fractal "areas" with topological dimension DT = 2; and 2) fractal "curves" with topological dimension DT = 1. The total specific areas z, (for DT = 2) or specific lengths Is (for DT = 1) of similar fractal objects is known to be a definite power function of microscopic characteristic scale p in accordance with the following formulae: z*(P) = P~-~~, Is oc pi-Ds
where Ds is the fractal dimension of these objects. On the other hand, according to equation ( one can obtain an important correspondence rule between the scaling dimension p of structural correlation hnction, fractal dimension Ds and topological dimension Dr of a given fractal object:
Similarly, the corresponding rule for the Fourier power spectrum scaling dimension can be found: 
FOURIER ANALYSIS PROCEDURE, APPLICATION AND RESULTS
Practical realization of the proposed approach to statistical correlation analysis of heterophase microstructures has some specific features due to incompleteness of source information. In fact, the characteristic function obtained from experiment is usually represented by a sample on a finite set of points resulted from the procedure of rasterization of a small part of entire picture. Nevertheless, general Fourier transform formulae can still be used in this case. For this purpose one should consider the data matrix as it were continued periodically from an appropriate observation area over the whole plane. As a result, the discreteness and periodicity of the source function lead respectively to the periodicity and discreteness of corresponding Fourier image, and we come to the well-known discrete Fourier transform expressions:
Here the function o(x) representing a given heterophase configuration is defined on a square 2D lattice in a rectangular area A containing N = p x q points, and the wave vector k takes values on the correspondin;; rectangular lattice inside the square Brillouin zone R of reciprocal space. To investigate a system for scaling properties one can verify whether the power spectrum of the system characteristic function obeys some power law (6) . It is also convenient to analyze the p0wt:i spectrum averaged over all the direction of wave vector as a function of its magnitude. Since the wave vector takes only discrete values, a preliminary interpolation of function SF(^) is required. We use a simple square interpolation between lattice points. To smooth the resulting curve some more in numerical calculations, it is reasonable to perform an averaging procedure by integrating the interpolated hnction over rings of finite width. The Brillouin zone is to be partitioned into a set of n rings bounded by rac!ii ko, ..., k,, then the averaged power spectrum can be represented by the series For scaling analysis a well-known graphical method is used. As follows from formula (6), for fractal objects the power spectrum versus wave vector magnitude dependence plotted in logarithmic axes will look as a straight line with inclination determined by the scaling index. In practice, we should build a similar graph for function (18) and analyze its shape looking for the intervals of scaling behavior. Complex systems frequently have several such regions with different scaling indexes corresponding to different objects or phenomena. These indexes are determined separately for each interval by a standard meansquare approximation routine.
The procedure of computer Fourier analysis includes several sequential steps. Source data can be obtained from original micrographs of heterophase structure using a scanner or another device for input of optical images into computer. The data must be in one of the standard graphics formats. This raw image usually does not conform to the spin-like form of characteristic function o(x), contains many details related to other factors, and therefore needs additional processing. Refined picture must be black and white, so that the area occupied by martensitic crystals is depicted, for example, in black, while the parent phase matrix displays as white background. Fig. I(a) presents such picture obtained from the optical micrograph of heterophase structure formed in consequence of y -+~ martensitic transformation in Fe-Mn-Si alloy [I] Then the specially developed computer program calculates the power spectrum lot12 and correlation function g2)(x) of the source image according to equations (16, 17), the fast Fourier transform (FFT) algorithm being used. Moreover, the power spectrum radial distribution (18) is computed. To visualiz~: obtained images and make their analysis easier, the power spectrum and correlation function data can be converted to pictures. The colors may be chosen such that, for instance, white corresponds to the minimum value, and black symbolizes the maximum value of the data array. For Fig l(a) being taken as the source image, Fig. 2(a) shows the distribution of Fourier amplitude absolute value lok] in the Brillouin zone, and Fig. 3(a) displays the spatial correlation function. To improve perception of the built pictures a non-linear response curve and appropriate filtering were used. Fig. 4(a) illustrates the application of scaling analysis to the system concerned, for each scaling interval the corresponding scaling index is indicated. In the present paper we also propose and analyze a simple fractal model for microstructure formatio~l during martensitic transformation. We follow an idea that the fractality and scaling behavior observed in SMA microstructure can be explained as a direct result of impossibility for each new martensitic crystal appeared at any stage of transformation to penetrate the other variant crystals formed before. Therefore the model algorithm is based on the sequence of thin crystals of two possible orientations growing subsequently from randomly distributed "embryo" points up to the intersection with the system of early formed crystals. The resulting microstructure containing about 3000 crystals is shown in Fig. I(b) . Correspondent Fourier spectrum, correlation fbnction and power spectrum radial distribution are presented in Fig. 2(b) , 3(b) and 4(b) respectively.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
Analyzing y+E microstructure in Fe-Mn-Si alloy (Fig. l(a) ) and a two-phase structure simulated in the framework of proposed model (Fig. l(b) ), one can observe that martensitic crystals of different orientations form a completely connected area with isolated austenitic "windows" between them. The average scale of these windows is the first important microscopic scale of the system. The second microscopic scale associated with the thickness of martensitic E-phase crystals is also well seen in Fig. I(a) while the thickness scale of model crystals in Fig. l(b) can be considered as infinitely small. As a result of such hierarchy of spatial scales, the corresponding radial Fourier power spectrum shows complex scaling behavior. In particular, y+E system (Fig. 4(a) ) displays three different regions: 1) a large scale region with W F -1.3 representing the range of scales between the picture size and window scale; 2) an intermediate region. between the window and thickness scales with p~-0.9; and 3) a small scale region below tht: thickness scale with ~F B 2.9. Similar behavior, excluding small scale region, is observed for the model power spectrum (Fig. 4(b) ). Only the large scale region with pF= 1.3 can be interpreted as a result of impossibility for the crystals of different variants to penetrate each other, which is suggested in the model. The intermediate scaling dimension p ,~-1 is trivial and can be easily explained by a very small ratio between the thickness of crystals and window scale. Finally, the small scale region with ktF = 2.9 is related to the thickness distribution of martensitic crystals.
Visual representation of Fourier spectrum ( Fig. 2(a,b) ) and correlation fbnction ( Fig. 3(a,b) ) contairl additional information on the angular distribution of corresponding quantities, which helps to determine the preference orientations of crystals in heterophase system. One can see a star-like figure in the center of each picture with rays being parallel (for correlation function images) or perpendicular (for Fourier spectrum ones) to the alignment directions of narrow crystals.
Thus, the special mathematical processing of microstructure images based on 2D Fourier analysis enables to obtain important information about statistical and fractal properties of heterophase systems.
